APPLICATION

Atex environments

PUMPS, AUGERS, CONVEYOR BELTS, MIXERS

The Var-Spe variator is used to activate the machine and adjust its speed.

ADVANTAGES

- Atex version available for zone 1/21 and 2/22
- Wide speed range 0-1500 rpm in both directions
- High torque at low speed
- Zeroing with motor on \(n_1=1500 \text{ rpm}, n_2=0 \text{ rpm}\)
- Speed pre-set with motor off
- Remote and manual speed controls
- Adjustable torque limiter

SECTORS

- OIL AND GAS
- CHEMICAL
- PHARMACEUTICAL
- FOOD
- ANIMAL FEED
- RECYCLING

Curtain coaters: K2 variator on dosing pump

K2 variator on hydrocarbon mixer
BUILT TO RESIST

K2 variator on chemical sector pump

K4 variator on oil sector mixer

PRODUCT RANGE

K2 [0.37-0.55-0.75 kW]
K4 [1.1-1.5 kW]
K5 [2.2-3-4 kW]

15 [3-4 kW]
16 [5.5-7.5 kW]
16B [11 kW]

17 [15 kW]
17B [22 kW]

ATEX-certified variators [0.37-22 kW]
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